DANGER: NAZI PEDOPHILE IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

Paul Minton aka “MISK”

Paul Minton is a white supremacist associated with the nazi groups “Active Club” and “White Lives Matter”. He is known to frequent this area to place stickers and propaganda for his nazi groups and appears in public with his crew to intimidate minorities. In 2018 he took in a vulnerable 13-year-old girl who he has since groomed into joining him in nazi activism. She is now known to be pregnant.

He has a history of being extremely violent.

Keep your community and your youth safe from this scumbag.

He has been seen at Warrior Boxing Gym on S. Bancroft St. and was last known to live on 1526 S. 26th St. He drives either a Grey Chevy Tahoe (License Plate: PA MBT1212) or a Black Kia Soul (License Plate: PA LZN5585).